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GAME DESCRIPTION 

This is a strategy/time management game where you take control of a package delivery company and 
try to become the top delivery company in town.  Players will use their delivery truck to transport 
packages from their starting location to their destination. 

Glossary 

80 Traffic Cards – Cards used on a player’s action to disrupt other players or aid themselves 
48 Pick-Up Cards - Cards used to display where the player needs to fist pick up the package to be 
delivered later (go here first) 
48 Delivery Cards – Cards used to display where the player needs to go to deliver the package (go here 
after picked up the package)  
Trucks – player icons used to move around the board 
20 Traffic Cones – icons used to block certain squares on the board to prevent players from moving on 
that square 

Target Audience 

14-50 y/o non-traditional gamers who like completive challenges among friends and family 

Number of Players 

2-4 players 
2 for a head-to-head game using opposite corners for bases 

OUTLINE 

Goals 
 
There are two main goals of the game for each player. 

1) Make more deliveries than the other players 
2) Disrupt the other players from making their deliveries 

A player wins once they get 30 delivery points or there are no more delivery cards available the 
player with the highest delivery points wins. 
 
Rules 
 

1) Each player can have a maximum of 5 cards in their hand 

2) A player can affect multiple opponents on a single turn 

3) During a player’s turn they can perform any 2 of the following actions (can do two of 

the same action): move trucks, play 1 Traffic cards, pick up a Delivery card for a 

new package, or draw 2 Traffic cards 

4) A player can take their turn in any order, playing cards and moving their truck 



5) Players will play rock paper scissors to determine who goes first in selecting their 

first destination cards 

6) The player who selects last after the first destination card will be the first to move 

7) Once a destination card is played and used it must be placed upside down in the 

destination deck discard pile 

8) Once a delivery card is met the player keeps it in their bank to keep score 

9) If a delivery card is missed or lost the player puts the delivery card upside down in 

the delivery discard pile 

10) A truck can have up to 3 packages for delivery 

11) A truck cannot jump/move past another truck occupying the same space 

12) Trucks can move up to 4 spaces during action 

13) There must be at least 2 empty spaces between traffic cones 

Delivery cards have a score at the bottom correlating to the number of points the player gets 

for completing each delivery. 

Traffic cards have text at the bottom to show the effect of the card. 
A delivery location is where you pick up a package. 
A destination is where you take the package once you have it on your truck. 
 
Actions 
 
Actions a player can perform on their turn 
 

1) Move trucks 
2) Draw 2 Traffic Cards 
3) Play a Traffic Card 
4) Pick up a Delivery Card & Draw a Pick-Up Card 
 

A player can do 2 actions per turn such as the following examples: Move their truck and Play a 
Traffic Card, play 2 Traffic Cards, draw a Delivery Card and play a Traffic Card.  These are a few 
examples of possible actions a player can perform. 
 
At the start of the game each player draws 5 cards from the traffic deck. 
Every turn a player can do two of the four options; move their truck up to 4 spaces, draw up to 
two Traffic cards, pick up a new Delivery Card from the 4 cards available or play a Traffic Card.  
A player can only draw from the Delivery deck if they have less than 2 packages on their truck.  
Once a Traffic card is played the person playing the card must read out the text on the card and 
implement the text. 
A player may disrupt other players by using cards to slow down their truck, misplace their 
package, or slowdown/speedup by playing Traffic cards from one of the Traffic deck. 
Once a player completes a delivery they select a Delivery card from one in the pool of face up 
cards.  After a Delivery card is selected a Pick-Up card is selected from the top of the Pick-Up 
card deck.  This card is taken at random from the top of the Pick-Up deck. 
Transitions 



 
End of game happens when a player has 13 delivery points or there are no more delivery cards 
in the deck. 
 
Items 
 

1) Game board 

2) Traffic deck 

3) Delivery Deck 

4) Pick-Up deck 

5) Truck icons 

6) Traffic Cones 

Setup 
 
The start of the game begins with each player drawing 5 cards from the Traffic deck.  These will 
be the cards used for an action during each player’s turn.  Once each player has their hand the 
host lays out Delivery cards, face up, equal to the number of player.  This pool will always equal 
the number of payers.  If a Delivery Card is picked up it is replaced from the Delivery Deck.  The 
players then select one of the cards they want to have for a starting delivery location.  After 
every player selected their first Delivery card 3 delivery cards will be placed face up to be 
selected later by players.  After players’ have selected their first Delivery card each player 
draws a Pick-Up card from the top of the Pick-Up deck.  This action is always done in game 
order.  Each player starts their truck in their delivery company’s location.  Each player starts 
with a package ready in their truck to be delivered. 

  



Flowchart 

 



Meaningful Action Analysis (MAA) 

Actions 
 

1) Deal 5 cards to every player 

This is NOT a meaningful action because the player is dealt random cards from the deck 
 

2) Roshambo to determine who picks first 
 
This is a meaningful action because whatever the player picks to throw can 
determine a win or loss as the outcome. 
 

3) Move the truck 

This is a meaningful action because the player can position their truck in the way of 
another player removing that lane for them to move.  As well as moving them closer to 
their delivery point to score points by dropping off their package. 
 

4) Pick a Delivery Card 
 
This is a meaningful action because the player has a choice of 3 cards.  The player 
will choose that card that can help them gain more points quickly. 
 

5) Draw a Pick-Up Card 

 
This is NOT a meaningful action because of the random nature of the drawing 
mechanic. 

 
6) Play a Traffic Card 

 
This is a meaningful action because the player can choose to mess up another 
player who is about to score or aid themselves to get them closer to scoring points. 
 

7) Pick one of 3 face up Delivery cards 

 
This is a meaningful action because the player can choose any of the 3 cards face up.  
The player can pick a card that will help them score quicker than their opponents 
or will not allow a player to pick an easy card to get them points. 
 

8) Draw a card from the Pick-Up deck 
 
This is NOT a meaningful action because drawing a card from the top of the deck is 
random. 
 
 



 
9) Draw 2 Traffic Cards 

This is NOT a meaningful action because drawing cards from the deck is a random 
action. 
 

10) Discard till the player has 5 cards in hand 
 
This is a meaningful action because the player can discard cards that they are 
unable to use and free up more space for better cards.  It can also be a deterrent 
from drawing any extra cards. 
 

11) Win by having 13 points 

 
This is a meaningful action because it signals the end of the game and the player 
who has gained 13 Delivery points has won. 
 

12) Win by running out of Destination Cards 
 
This is a meaningful action because it signals the end of the game and the player 
who has the most Delivery points has won. 

  



Board Design 

 
 

  



 

Component Pieces 

 

Traffic Deck Examples 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Delivery Deck 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pick-Up Deck 
 

 

 

 

 

Pieces – Trucks, Traffic Cones, & Package Pegs 

 

Flat Tire 

 
The selected players 

truck can’t move 

their next turn 

Open Roads 

 
Your truck can move at 

double speed this turn 

only 

(This card does not count as 

an action) 

Severe 

Weather 

 
Trucks move at half 

speed for 2 turns 

(Doesn’t affect the player) 

Construction 

 

 
Place or Move 2 traffic 

cones 

Delivery 

 
18th Street 

& 

C Ave. 

Delivery 

 
3rd Street 

& 

C Ave. 

Delivery 

 
11th Street 

& 

I Ave. 

Delivery 

 
9th Street 

& 

L Ave. 

Pick-Up 

 

 
Space 5 

Pick-Up 

 

 
Space 12 

Pick-Up 

 

 
Space 1 

Pick-Up 

 

 
Space 30 



DETAILED DESIGN & TESTING – ASSIGNMENT 3 

Play Testers Stage 1 

Total number testing: 4 
 
Emily – 27 y/o, non-gamer, works in the marketing department in the casino near my hometown. 
Max – 19 y/o, plays games mainly with friends, student is finance. 
Levi – 22 y/o, average gamer, student in business agriculture. 
Myself – 25 y/o, gamer 

Test Stage 1 Results 

The first test my group and I went straight into playing the game 
after reading the rules and going over a couple of questions.  I 
really wanted to see how the game progressed in the later parts 
of the game.  The game started off fairly well having answered a 
few questions before the game started.  We play a couple of 
rounds before I paused the game to ask the players questions 
about the game.  I asked them what they thought of the game so 
far and they brought up that it was a little difficult to know 
where packages needed to go.  When I asked them to expand on 
that idea we came to a consensus that more labels on the board 
would help them know 

the streets of the game board.  The game went on for about 10 
rounds before a Levi scored the first point.  At which point I 
again paused the game to get their feedback again.  It was 
pretty clear that it took a while to score any points.  This was 
an interesting comment in the fact that I would have liked 
games to last 30-45mins and it was about 20 mins before 
anyone score 1 point.  I made some notes in my notebook and 
we continued play.  We continued to play for a few more 
rounds and then I found one fairly large issue with the traffic 
deck and the rules around traffic cones.  There were no rules 
regarding traffic cones and there were many cards that placed traffic cones.  This allowed Max and Levi 
to be surrounded with 9 traffic cones each without letting either player move for four turns till one of 
them drew a remove traffic cones card.  It was a balance issue that made the game very difficult to 

move their truck let alone score any points.  The game 
continued for another hour or so and I finally called the 
game off.  We had played almost two hours and Levi had 3 
points, Max and Emily had 1 point and I had no points.  This 
game was going to take a long time to finish.  When the 
game ended I made a few more notes and asked what the 
players thought about the game.  I got some good feedback 
and I began working on how the next iteration was going to 
look.  The largest takeaways from the feedback provided by 
my players is below. 

Figure 1. Gameboard after the first 20 mins of play 

Figure 2. Max, across, taking his actions 

Figure 1. Levi, right, taking his actions playing a traffic card 



Test Stage 1 Reflection 

Player Comments T1 
 

• Need labels on both side of the board  
o this issue is pretty minor and more for a quality of life fix, it will be easy to 

implement that fix in the next iteration. 
• More variety of Traffic Cards 

o this is a balance issue.  At first, I had quite a few “Place 3 Traffic Cones” cards and 
the board became flooded with traffic cones.   I also didn’t have many “remove 
traffic cones” cards so there was a large imbalance.  I plan on changing the card to 
only place 2 traffic cones.  There will still be less remove traffic cone cards, but they 
will remove 3 per card and there will be a remove all traffic cone cards.  This will be 
something I will have to balance later. 

• Card wording was “weird” 
o I mainly go this for one Traffic card in particular “Remove a players Delivery Card”.  

The intention was for a player to play the card and remove another players package 
from their truck making all their previous movements be a waste.  Looking back on 
this, that card may be too powerful for the game but as of now I’m not too sure.  I 
will have a few of them in the new Traffic deck and see how it works out.  I will also 
be changing the wording to “Remove a package from another players’ truck” so if a 
player does not have a package this card does nothing making this a card that 
players will hold onto for a while. 

• I can use traffic cones to completely block any players truck 
o This one was a bit of an oversite on my part.  After starting the game, it became 

blatantly apparent what the winning strategy to win was, block every other player’s 
truck with traffic cones.  This was easy for my players because there were many 
place 1& 3 traffic cones and only a few removes 2 traffic cone cards.  There was also 
no rule on where you could place them.  So, players would place them directly in 
front and behind another players’ truck and the third was usually placed right next 
to one of the other cones.  This is a huge balance issue and I am going to fix it by 
balancing the cards themselves and also adding a rule that traffic cones must have at 
least 2 spaces between them.  Still having one traffic cone directly in front or behind 
a players’ truck but they have an escape route. 

 

My Observations T1 
 

• When creating the prototype, I realized there was too many Delivery and Pick-Up cards 
o Originally, I had a Delivery card and Pick-Up card for every space on the board.  This 

creates 240 cards in each deck.  I plan on cutting down each deck to contain 48 
cards each. 

• Vaults are too big 
o this is another quality of life fix.  I just need to make them smaller on the board 

because they don’t need to be that large and it will also allow me to label the last 
two rows on each side. 

• There needs to be more Traffic cards 
o These cards are going to be the “WOW” factor for my game.  These cards will 

determine if the game is fun or not.  Originally there were 42 cards in the deck and it 
mostly revolved around placing/removing traffic cones (for the most part 



removing).  I will be adding new cards to this deck to make the game more 
interesting and also attempting to balance the number of cards of certain texts to 
make the game feel fair for everyone. 

• The game took a long time to play ~ 2.5 hrs./game 
o THAT IS TOO LONG FOR THIS GAME.  I think I am going to combat this by lowering 

the number of points to win from 30 down to 13 points.  I will also be changing 
points per delivery to a 2/4/6-point system.  Common Delivery cards will be worth 
2 points and there will be 28 cards, Uncommon Delivery cards will be worth 4 
points and there will be 14 cards, Rare Delivery cards will be worth 6 points and 
there will be 6 cards.  By using this point system, it will force players to at least 
complete 3 deliveries.  I was going to make it a 12-point win condition, but a player 
could get lucky and get two 6-point deliveries and no one can stop them. 

 

Game Stoppage T1 
 
Since I was playing as well, the game didn’t stop too much.  Having gone through the rules on my own 
quite a few times I knew them very well.  When a player didn’t understand what to do or needed 
clarification I was quick to answer their question and move on.  We only had one time near the very 
beginning working through how the delivery cards worked.  We had to go through it a couple of times to 
make sure everyone understood how the mechanic worked.  After that issue we went through the game 
smoothly. 

Detailed Rules for Players 

Rules 
1) Each player can have a maximum of 5 cards in their hand 

2) A player can affect multiple opponents on a single turn 

3) During a player’s turn they can perform 2 of the following actions (can do two of the 

same action): move trucks, play 1 Traffic cards, pick up a Delivery Card for a new 

package, or draw 2 Traffic cards 

4) A player can take their turn in any order, playing cards and moving their truck 

5) Players will Roshambo (Rock/Paper/Scissors) to determine who goes first in 

selecting their first destination cards 

6) The player who selects last after the first destination card will be the first to move 

7) Once a destination card is played and used it must be placed upside down in the 

destination deck discard pile 

8) Once a delivery card is met the player keeps it in their bank to keep score 

9) If a delivery card is missed the player puts the delivery card upside down in the 

delivery discard pile 

10) A truck can have up to 3 packages for delivery 

11) A truck cannot jump/move past another truck occupying the same space 

12) If a package is lost the player places the Delivery card face down in the Delivery 

deck discard pile 

13) Trucks can move up to 4 spaces during action 

14) There must be at least 2 spaces between traffic cones at all times 



Setup & Playing 

1) Board is set up  

a. Traffic cones off to the side in a pile 

b. Trucks in their respective delivery company squares 

c. Package pins placed off to the side 

d. Decks shuffled and stacked nicely 

2) Each player draws 5 Traffic cards 

3) Players Roshambo to determine who draws a Delivery card first 

4) Host lays out Delivery cards equal to the number of players 

5) Player who won Roshambo selects their first Delivery card 

a. Players follow clockwise picking Delivery cards 

6) After all players select their first Delivery card, players go in reverse order drawing 

a Pick-Up card 

7) The player who picked a Delivery card last is first to play 

8) Host lays out 3 Delivery cards for the pool 

9) The player can do 2 of the following (can do the same action twice) 

a. Move their truck up to 4 spaces 

b. Pick a new Delivery card from the pool (players can have a max of 3 Delivery 

cards at once) 

c. Draw 2 Traffic cards 

d. Play 1 Traffic card 

10) Once the player has completed their 2 actions the next player takes their turn 

11) After a player had move to their Pick-Up location the player indicated they have 

their package by placing a peg in their truck and flipping their Pick-Up card face 

down 

12) Once a player has their package (flipped their Pick-Up card face down and placed a 

peg in their truck) the player then continues to the Delivery location 

13) Reaching the Delivery location earns the player points indicated on the Delivery 

Card, the player placed their “Scored” delivery points in their vault located behind 

their respective Delivery Company square 

14) The game continues till a player scores 13 Delivery points or the players run out of 

Delivery Cards, in that case the player with the most points at that time 

  



Play Testers Stage 2 

Emily – 27 y/o, non-gamer, works in the marketing department in the casino near my hometown. 
Max – 19 y/o, plays games mainly with friends, student is finance. 
Levi – 22 y/o, average gamer, student in business agriculture. 
Myself – 25 y/o, I played because a friend had something come up last minute 

Test Stage 2 Results 

The last game we played 
went very well with the 
changed I made to the core 
gameplay.  We only played 
with 80 cards in the Delivery 
and Pick-Up decks and the 
entire Traffic Deck.  The rules 
below were the 3 rules added 
to the game.  The game still 

took us 2.5 hours to complete because I was unable to change the 
scoring system.  I was unable to change the scoring system because I didn’t have time to reprint all the 
Delivery cards.  With that we kept the old point system, but we lowered the points to win down to 13.  

At the end of the game the most points anyone scored, Max, was 
9 points before we had to call off the game because Emily and 
Levi had to leave.  During this game I again stopped play a couple 
of times to get the groups feedback.  This feedback mostly 
revolved around the cards themselves and balancing them.  I 
knew this was going to be the focus going in to this last game.  
Understanding this I still noted down all the changes they 
suggested and made some notes for some new cards.  Overall this 
game went over very well. 

Test Stage 2 Reflection 

Player Comments T1 
 

• Traffic cones need a “Chess Rule” 
o I thought about putting a rule about when a player lets go of a traffic cone the traffic 

cone is set on the board.  This mainly came up when Emily played a traffic cone then 
realized there was a better spot to place it.  I ended up not making it a rule because 
it sounded too controlling and I figured it could end up being a “House Rule” for the 
game later if need be. 

• Counter Traffic Cards 
o I like this idea quite a bit.  Like having cards that fixed their trucks tire for 1 action.  

This implementation will take a while to perfect because it is a car balancing fix.  I 
will be adding some counter cards in the new traffic deck and I will have more 
updated when I play test again. 

• Why does the weather card affect me? (the player that played it) 

Figure 6. Game board after the first few turns of game 2 

Figure 5. Max, across, upset that he was surrounded 
AGAIN by traffic cones 

Figure 4. Game Start for game #2 



o This is more card balancing.  I knew coming into the second game there were going to 
be many traffic card comments and my players did not let me down.  Most of the 
new traffic cards will be the same but the number of that particular card will change.  
I plan on adding new and having a new limit on the traffic cards and I will get 
another update with another play through. 

• Could there be pegs in the trucks to show the packages 
o This was a great idea.  Similar to The Game of Life, I added pegs to place inside of the 

trucks to show how many packages each player has.  This is an easy way to show to 
everyone that a player has 3 packages ready to deliver and they might want to mess 
up their truck.  Being more of a visual que for the players is a good way to show 
packages. 

 
My Observations T1 
 

• There needs to be a set number of traffic cones 
o I didn’t really know this was going to be a problem for the game. Honestly, I didn’t 

even think about setting a limit.  Seeing how many traffic cones we placed in the first 
game and then the second game I realized there needed to be a limit and instead of 
place new traffic cones I needed to have place OR move traffic cones cards. 

• Card wording 
o Again, this was something I need to figure out.  I want to have something similar to 

how Hearthstone does their card wording.  Making some cards override others and 
how they are played effects the board.  This more balancing that I will need to figure 
out now and when I run more playtesting. 

• Delivery points 
o When I decided I didn’t want to have every square on the board to be a delivery 

point I decided upon making delivery points.  These will be points where Pick-Ups 
and Deliveries are located.  I felt like these will help players completely understand 
where they need to go to complete their delivery.  This will potentially nullity a lot of 
the “Streets” on the board but I think it adds to the theme of the board, so they will 
stay for now. 

• More traffic cones 
o With the new rule on traffic cones I still noticed that adding more traffic cones was 

the main source of messing with other players.  In addition to adding more diverse 
cards to the deck I will also be putting a limit on the number of traffic cones that can 
be in play at any given time, 20.  The card will also be implementing cards that reads 
“Place or Move # traffic cones”.  This will hopefully help the flooding of traffic cones 
on the board and let players move traffic cones in play. 

  



New Rules T2 
 

1) Each player can have a maximum of 5 cards in their hand 

a. Focused the game more on the Traffic cards as those are going to be the 

“WOW” factor for this game 

2) During a player’s turn they can perform any 2 of the following actions (can do two of 

the same action): move trucks, play 1 Traffic cards, pick up a Delivery card for a 

new package, or draw 2 Traffic cards 

a. Clarity in what actions a player can do 

b. Can do multiple actions of the same type noted in the rule 

c. Added an additional card to the Traffic card draw to balance the discard 

mechanic and having cards in players’ hands 

3) Trucks can move up to 4 spaces during action 

a. Attempting to speed up the game by allowing truck to move an extra space  

Game Stoppage T2 
 
The game went over very smoothly the second time through.  The changes I made through my own 
observations and the feedback of my players there were only a few short times of stoppage.  This time 
the only times play had to stop was to clarify the wording of one of the traffic cards.  On those stoppage 
times I made a note for the card and we move forward very quickly. 


